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Introduction
S.A.Yuzvinskii calculated the Haar measure theoretic
entropy of an endomorphism of a solenoidal group in (9) .
D.Lind stated without proof the equivalence of Yuzvinskii's
formula to one involving Bowen entropies of the induced
endomorphisms on vector spaces over all inequivalent
completions of the rationals as stated in (5). The proof of
this was outlined in a lecture by D.Lind at the L.M .S .
conference on Ergodic Theory at the University of Durham in
1980.
In t his d i s s e r t a t i on we follow through t he suggestion
implicit in (5). In the first section the solenoid is
desc ribed explicitly (Theorem 1.3) and i s identified with a
quotient group of the group of adeles QA '
In the second s ection the Haar measure theoretic
entropy of an automorphism of the one -dimensional full
solenoid is calculated directly using finite partitions
(Theorem 2 .3). This result is shown to be equivalent to that
of Abramov (1). The direct calculation is included largely
to s h ow how the maps considered act on the solenoid , and in
particular to show why they are bijections.
I n t he t hird section an a u tomorphism of the d- d i men s i o na l
solenoid (Q*)d is considered . The Haar measure theoretic entropy
of this is s h own to be equiva lent to the Bowe n entropy of the
induced map on the adele space, and this is calculated . This
gives the result of D.Lind. We then show the equivalence of
this formula to that of Yuzvinskii . Throughout we use
relationships between the zeros and the coefficients of a
polynomial over a non-archimedean field
The fourth section is a direct generalisation of the
third . Here, the Haar measure theoretic entropy of an auto -
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morphism of the solenoid obtained from an algebraic number
field, k, is found. We also give an abstract derivation of
the solenoid k* in terms of the group of adeles k A.
Throughout we wish to describe the solenoids in such
a way that the intuitive view of entropy in terms of stretching
along axes gives the correct result .
The desc ription of t he solenoid as a quotient of the
group of adeles can be found in (8) and in a rather different
form in (2) . The result of section two is proved by different
methods in (1) . The result of section three is stated in (5)
and is derived using different methods in (9) . The result in
section four is formally original but is a very direct
extension of the preceding sections .
I would like to express my thanks to Doug Lind for
several very helpful conversations at Warwick during July 1986 .
Notation
K is the additive group [0,1) . When G is a locally compact
abelian group G* is the Po ntryagin dual of G. We u s e the
following results without comment : -
G** ; G ; G*/H~;H*
when H is a closed subgroup of G.(See Hewitt and Ross ,(2» .
When k(Q) is an algebraic number field, k (Q ) is the
v p
completion at a finite place v(p), and rv(Zp) is the unique
maximal compact subring of kv(Qp) ' kA(QA) is the group of
adeles and k(Q) is always considered to be embedded
diagonally in the group of adeles. Following Weil(8) we call
a given k v a quasi -factor of the group of adeles .
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Section One: The Solenoid Q*
Lemma l.l :-The groups Z* and Q~Z are isomorphic a s topologicalp
groups .
Proof.
Let e~ be the character on a cyclic group of order pk defined
by: -
ek(l) = exp(2 1'1'i /l)p
and call the group generated by this character Ck . Then: -p
Z* = lim (Ck, ' r a i s i ng to pth power' )p ------'> p
Similarly, if we write Q(p ,k) = { p - k a : a.d }, then : -
clp'/z = ~ (Q(p ,k)/Z, 'multiplication by p' )
and notice that each Q(p,k) is c yclic o f order pk
Define a map from Z* i nto QP'iz in the natural way -p
if X E: Z~ appears first in c~ so that X= ( e~) n and the kernel is
pk+l z p ' then map this character to the rational n/pk . This map
is clearly an epimorphism and is injective since an im age can
be written in only one way as n /pk with n = 0 , . .. ,pk _ l . This
map is also a homeomorphism since both the g r ou p s a r e discrete .
•
Lemma 1 .2:-The groups (llZ )* and Q/ Z are isomorphic a sp
t opological groups .
Proof .
We claim that any x~Q/Z can be written uniquely in the form : -
where O';::n ,c pk p_ I
'" p~
x = L np/ p lRpl
pEP
a n d P is a f i n i te set o f primes.
(1)
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The e x i s t e n c e o f the decomposition ( 1) is e qu i va l e n t t o
a sol ution i n i ntegers for t he equation : -
where x = Nip}' .. . p;;~ , a nd this is a l wa y s possible since Z is a
principal i deal d oma in. We can then add or subtract multiples
of pi 'from Yi to make all the coefficients lie in the cor rect
r a nge .
The e xpression (1) is unique : -
mod 1
implies t hat t he order of th i s element of Q/Z i s unique ly
so t hat P
IT pl"-_l
P
p' a nd k = j for each p~P . Thus: -p p
a nd L l"'",- ""'r'1f\ p( Re) i s a n integer divisib le by
p'EP P, \.r' l
So p divides (np, -mp' ) a nd therefore n p' mp"
De f ine a c ha racter onTTz p for each rationa l be twee n zero
and o ne , written as a t ( I ) , b y «e~r)nf ) . Notice this is the
trivial character o n all bu t fini t el y many places since P is
f inite . Thi s ass ignment clearly de f ines a monomorphi sm. To see
t hat t his is sur jective not i ce tha t any character trivial on
a l l but finitely many pl aces mus t tak e the a bove form a nd the
set of s u c h characters is dense in (TIz p ) >" since it seperates
points. Su r j e c t i v i t y follows since (TIz p ) * is discrete.
The map is a h omeomorphism since both o f the groups a re
discrete . •
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By duality, lemma 1 .2 shows that (Q /Z) * is isomorphic
ton Zp and they will be identified below without comment.
Let X ; (Q/Z)* . This is a s ubgroup of Q* with (Q*/X)
...
isomorphic to Z* since X ; Z in Q*. SO there is a short
exact sequence : -
Q* ----7 Q*/ X
,~
K
----7 0
Thus Q* is a centra l extension of K ( t h e dual of Z) defined
by a symmetric cocycle w:KxK~TT Zp '
Consider t he cocycle wCa ,b) ; -In t Ca +b )'l, whe re 1 is
the multiplicative unit in TTzp ' ( 1 .1 •... ) . Then the group
G ; ExtwCK ,X) has binary operation : -
(a+b , ~+y-IntCa+b) ' l)
a nd is the refore isomor phic to CRxX)/Y whe re Y ; {(n , n · l) :n€Z).
Make G into a topological group with the product to pology
from the usual topologies on K and on X.
Any continuous c haracter on RxX has the fo rm: -
Ca . n ) . Cb . ~) C2)
where aER, ~ ; (x2,x3 ,xS" ") is a n element of X a nd n is a map
from the set of all primes into the positive integers which is
zero on all but finitely many primes .
In order for such a character to be trivia l on Y. we need : -
Ca.n) ·O ,I ·l) ; 1
-6-
Thus a = _~n~~rso a is rational and uniquely determines and
is uniquely determined by Cnp ,kp) as before .
Thus G* is isomorphic to Q and so by duality the solenoid
Q* is given by G. Notice that G is compact. A basis of open
sets at the identity in RxX is given by all sets of the form : -
O{m,n)
where m·is a positive integer and n is as at ( 2) . Thus a basis
of open sets at the identity in G is given by all the sets :-
UCm ,n)VVCm,n)
where Ut m j n ) = [O ,l /m)xnP"fzp and V(m,n) = O -l /m ,l)xTIpnrzp'
We have proved the fol lowing theorem .
Theorem 1.3: -The solenoid Q* is isomorphic to Extw(K ,X) . A
basis of open sets at the identity is given by all sets of the
form U(m ,n)u V(m,n ) .
Corollary 1 .3 : -The solenoid is isomorphic to QA /Q where Q is
embedded in the adele diagonally .
Proof .
A f undamental set of QA modulo Q is : -
KxTTz p (Weil ,p .65)
as OC ., .) above.
and the binary operation is pr e c i s e l y that given by the cocycle
w when representatives are chosen t o lie in this set . A basis
of open sets at the identity in the adele t akes the s ame form
•
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Section Two : Ent ropy of a n automor phism of Q*
Let S :Q~ Q be an automorphism. Then S ex ) = r'x for
some r a tional r . S induc es a dual au tomor phi sm T of t he s olenoid
Q'" by t ransla t ion : - ( T;1() (x ) = x: ( Sx ) .
When Q* i s described as i n Coroll ary 1 .3 and r i s a pr i me
q s a y, t h e n t he act ion of T is:-
( qa - I n t( qa) , q~-In t ( qa ) 'l )
- 1In order to describe the action of T , e mbe d eac h Zp i n t o Qp
a nd u s e "Int" to describe the inte g er part o f a p-ad ic numbe r .
Also write , fo r XETTZ , xO fo r the u ni t s digit i n the q -adic
- I I' P q
component of ~. We now cl a i m that : -
- 1T (a , ~ )
This is chec ked direct l y : -
« q+ a - x~ ) / q , I nt «~+Int(qa) 'l ) /q»
- 1
= T ( qa -Int(qa) , q~-I nt( qa) ' l )
= « q+ qa -I n t( qa) -( Tx)O) /q , I nt(q_x/ q) )
- q
= (a+l -(Tx)O-(Int(qa» /q, x)
- q
Now not ice that Int(qa ) 0 ,1 , ... , or q-l so : -
( q -Tnt Cq a ) )+(X~ -l) . q +x~ .q2 + .. .
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So even if X~ = 0 , (x~-l) .q.f .. . lies in qZq ' and so t h e units
c omponent vanishes . Simil ar l y, T· T- l i s the i d e n ti ty .
Remarks : -
( l)T i s q -to - l o n K and 'l - to -q ' o n Zq.The choice of i ma ge
point in Zq is made depending o n the position in K, thus
r emov ing t he ambigu ity a nd making the map on t he whole space
bijective .
(2)Haar measure p o n Q* i s give n by the produc t measu re mxTTmp
whe r e m is normali s ed Ha ar mea s u re o n K a nd ffi p is norma lised
Haar measure on Zp .This is so because a translation on Q* acts
by a t ransla tion o n e a ch of the compone n t s.
Lemma 2 .l:-The Ha a r measure theoretic entropy of T on Q* i s
log q , a nd a f u ll entropy factor is KXZ q .
Proof .
Define t he partition pm of Q* to be t he product of t he fol lowing
partitions : -
- o n K in t o t he i n t erv al s [i/m ! , (i+l)/m !) fo r i = 0 , 1. .. , m! - 1.
- on each Zp into t he pm p -adic cylinders each defined by
prescribing the first m d i g i t s. Each suc h
Notice t hat pm+l is a refinement of
set has mp-meas u re
mp so that : -
~.
and this is clearly equa l to the po i n t partit ion modu lo null sets .
Thus (Walters ,p .99) :-
(3 )
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n-l( i +1) I (rn l q » when
n- l
of m-measure l /mIq •
mTo calculate hp(T,P ) , observe that the partition
is t he product of t he p a r t i t i ons:-
- on K into the intervals ~/(mlqn-l),
n-l
m> q . There are m! q s uch sets , each
- on
This
each Z (plq) into t he sets ofp
is because each application of
the or iginal parti tion pm.
T- l maps the partition on
Zp onto itself , mere ly permuti ng t he elements .
- on
maps
Zq into pm again . This is because each application of T- l
t he partition pn onto pn-l .
Thus KXZ q is a full entropy factor for the system ( T , Q* ) .
That i s , the entropy of T is equa l to the ent ropy of T modulo
the invariant factor TIz acting on Q* / TIZ . With a minor abuseP~" P r', P
of notation use the same letters for maps and partitions and
for their quo tients by t his i nvariant facto r .
Then :-
" - I
lim (l /n)H p ( V T- i pm)
..... .::
",\ <t"'- \
~, n - l n -llim (l In) L...(l/ml q i l og (rn l q )
n -llim (l I n )l o g (m! q )
log q
log q
•
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Lemma 2 .2 : - The Haar measure theoretic entropy o f T- l on Q* is
log q , a nd a full entropy f ac tor is KxZ .q
Proof .
mUs e the same part ition P and the r esult ( 3 ). Then
is the part ition : -
- on K into pm i t s el f . Th i s is because each application o f T
maps pm o n t o pm-l so that i f n >max (m! . q ) , Tnpm is the trivial
partit ion.
- on Z (p#q) in to pm itse lf for the same reason as in Lemma 2.1;p
since q is prime to p#q, "multiplying" o r "dividing" by q is an
i somet ry fixing the l a t t i c e Zp'
Z Tpm ; s h 1 " " " m- l (" pm+l)- on q' ~ t e na tura part~t~on lnto q sets ~ .e .
so that we obtain the natural partition by cylinders into
m+n- l h f l /(qm+n-l ) .q sets , eac 0 mq-me a s ur e
- 1So KxZ is a full ent ropy f actor f or T and by t he s ameq
abuse of notat ion as i n Lemma 2 . 1 : -
,,-I
lim (l/ n) H/ VT i pm)
~ :::0
" .. .... - t
lim (l /n)~(~~q)n+m-llOg(qn+m-l)
J ~ ,)
" n +m-lLi.m (l /n)log(q )
lim (l+ (m-l) /n )l og q
l og q
log q
•
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Now return to the map T induced by multiplication by a
general rational r on Q.
Theorem 2.3:-The Haar measure theoretic entropy of T acting on
Q* is given by :-
where the sum is taken over all inequivalent places of Q at
which t he norm of r exceeds one. We include the real place and
real norm formally as one of the places p.
Proof .
This follows immediatly from the above lemmas: a full entropy
factor is KxTTz where P is the set of primes appearing in t hep p
numerator or denominator of r . Since this is a finite product
we have by the same abuse of notation as above :-
h (T) = h (T on K) +~ h (T on Z )P m ~ m p( p
and the result follows by noticing from the proofs of the two
lemmas that on each Zp only powers of the prime p appearing
in r can do anything other than permute elements of a partition .
•
Remarks:-
(l)The "full entropy factors" chosen above are chosen so as to
include all of the stretching and contracting parts of T and to
ensure that the quotient map is well-defined . They therefore do
contain some factors not contributing to the entropy .
(2)If we write r =m/n, with (m,n)=l and n positive then the
above formula becomes: -
-1 2-
hll(TJ = max {log n, log Iml }
which is the result in Abramov's p aper ( 1) .
(3 ) The a bov e c alculations do not easily extend t o higher
dimensions so in the next section we find a full entropy
factor for a map covering T in the form of a finite
product of finite-dimensional vector spac es over completions
of the rationals.
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Section Three : Higher-dimensional Solenoids
Use the construction of Corollary 1.3 so that (Q*)d is
identified with (QA/Q)d and let T be an automorphism of (Q*)d
dual to some element (t i j) of GLd(Q).
Let t< :QA~ QA/Q be the canonical epimorphism . Then the
following diagram commutes:-
where T' is the map on the covering space defined by the same
matrix as was T.
Remarks:-
(l)The automorphism T on (Q*)d is an affine transformation of
a compact group so that (Walters ,p .197) if p is Haar measure
on (Q*)d then :-
where h with no suffix means topological entropy .
(Z) Since Q~ has a countable basis of open sets at the identity,
(see Section One or Weil,p.59) it is a metrizable topological
group (Hewitt and Ross,p. 70) and a translation invariant metric
can be chosen . One such metric is:-
d'(~,y) \Ix -y \I + "\\X -y \I j ZP
CD CD L p pt
f
-14 -
!
where IIxco-yaJl = ( LJx~_y~\2;/2 and \\xp- ypll p
i. ~ \
Convergence is guaran teed since for all but f initely many places
xp and yp bo th lie in z; so t hat : -
II X - y II ~ Jd' for all but finitely many p .p p p
Then t he quot i e nt me t ric d i nduc ed on (Q* Jd , g i ven by : -
d(a ,bJ
defines the topology of (Q*J d .
Also notice t hat ll : (CQAJ d , d 'J---7) «Q*Jd ,dJ is
isometry s i nce Qd is discrete in Q~.
a l ocal
(3J T is uniformly continuous on (Q*J d by compactness . T ' is
uniformly continuous on Q~ since it is un i f orml y continuous
on each quasi-compone nt Qd or Rd and it i s an isometry onp
a ll but fini tely many places . This is because the elements
of T' are rationals and f or any r a t i on a l r , \r 1p=1 for a ll but
fi nitely many p .
on
Thus ,
CQ'~Jd is
by (Walters ,p .199J , the topological entropy of T
didentica l to t he topo logical ent ropy of T' on QA'
Putting all three r emar ks together we co nclude: -
h(T' J
factor for T'.
Lemma 3 .1 : -If P is the set of primes appearing in the numerator
or denominator of elements of T, then RdxTTQd is a full entropy
p p
-15 -
Proof.
•isometry .
Similar to Lemmas 2 .1 and 2 .2. If piP, then T' fixes the
la t t i c e z~ in Q~ a nd c an t herefore no t contribute t o the e n t ropy .
Al . 1 . b h h Qd T' .ternat~ve y, not~ce a s a ove t at on suc a p ' ~s a n
So the problem is now r e du c e d to fi nding the topological
e n t ropy of T ' o n the finite c artesian product Rdxr-rQ~ , whe r e
. p
T' a c t s as an automorphism of e a c h component. F~rstl y, since
P is fin ite: -
h( T ' ) h ( T ' o n Rd) +~h(T'
f
Lemma 3 .2 : - h (T' on Rd) =~logIS~ where the sum is t aken over
a l l e i g e nva l u e s o f T with modulus e x c eed i ng o ne .
Proof .
See Walters p. 201 . •
In the sequel, write specp(T ') for the
character istic pol ynomial of T regarded as a
roots of the
po l ynomial ov e r
Qp in some splitting extension of Qp for this polynomial.
Let p ( x) = det (T- x . I d) be the char ac teristic pol ynomial
o f T' and b y the usua l embedding QcQp regard p a s a member of
Def ine the f oll owing metr ics o n Q~ : -
d( x ,y )
i'na'x td (T ' ix, T' i y )}
o
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irreducible over
primar y rat ional
Remarks: -
Qp' Then T' is
canonica l form
similar to a matrix M i n
(Hungerford ,p.360).
(l)M h a s t he form: -
M
m. r r -l
where each Mi is the companion matrix to Pi~ (x)=x +ar _lx + .• . +aO
s o t hat : -
Ol~O
1
- aO.. • .. • .. .... -ar _ l
Thu s
Also
(2)Not ice t hat h eM) = h ( T ' ) s i nc e if M = SeT ' )S - l whe re S is i n
GLd(Q) then Mn = SI (T'~S - I so tha t t he met rics d
n
defined by T'
and the corresponding metrics defined by M are uniforml y
equiva lent.
( 3 ) Le t the solutions of p. ~be sl " "'s / in F , the splitting~ r m
field for p . over Q . So , counted according to multiplicity ,
~ p
each s appears m. times in spec (T') or spec (M).For brevity ,
~ p P
- 1 7-
call a given M. and p. M and p .
~ ~
The unique norm on F that extends the u sua l p -adic no r m
is: -
where deg(x) i s the degree of the minimal monic polynomial over
that has x as a z e r o .Q
p
Not ice tha t Isilp= ISlip fo r all i since there i s an i s ome t r i c
member of Gal(F : Q ) i nterchanging a ny two roots of p .p
(see Koblitz,p .60 ff.)
I n this ca se we have : -
mp (x )
a nd so : - p(x) r im 11m= x + ••• (aO)
and hence : -
Since e ach coefficient of pm is a symmetric polynomial in the
r oot s Sj t h i s gives an uppe r bou nd o n the size of the
coefficient s : -
la .1< Ia l( r / m
2)
- ( i/m)
r -~p- Op
(4)The bou nd on the c o e f f i c i e n t s in ( 3) now gives an e asy
description of the metrics d
n
.
The ac tion of M i s a s follows : -
-18 -
M(x -y) =
and so: -
~-~x t[x , - y .\ , \a .\ \x . - y .\ , ... , \a .\ n - l lx . - y . \ }
o ~ ~p ~p ~ ~p rp ~ i.p
Lemma 3 .3 : - h(M ,Q~)
Proof.
=) '~ ' l og s .~p
, ~ 'f '";) I
= { : . l Og Sl P
if ISi1f l
by remarks.
From (4) above , assume without loss of generality tha t
ISlI p> 1 so t hat la ol ~ /m > 1 .
We then have: -
by the r emarks.
Thus a minimal ( n ,£ ) - s pa nn i n g set for the compact set Zr is: -p
s = f x ~ z ~ : the fi rst m co -ordinates of each xi are fixed }
where m is t he smallest pos i tive integer s a t is f y ing : -
mThe c ardinality of S i s r 'p .
-19 -
So, to wi t h i n a f actor p€ (l /p,p] , we have the equality :-
Then : -
( Zr )r i. ,
n p I n- l=pr. ( Z a o lp )/ t
limsup (l /n)logr U , Zr )
n p
Hence:-
n- l
= 1 i msu p (l /n)log (pr . Z· a O p it)
1 " (1 1/) 1 (Z( )(l /(n-l) I 'i ~ - ')r.msup - n og ur a O p (
Now notice t h a t
for any integer
-N r r - N rh ( M,p Z) = h(M ,Z ) where p ZP P P
N by a simil ar ca1culation : -
n+ N-1
pr · (Z "o p ) l «
- N r
so a s n tends to infinity in the expression for r ( ~, p - Z )
P
we get :-
Lastly , l et
N such that
" Qr .compact set ~n p
so (Wa 1 t e r s , p . 17Z)
Then there exi s ts an
we h ave: -
-20-
Thus:- heM)
= h(M.Z~)
= \ 0 if Is ll p< l
1r' 1og ts II p otherwise
•
Theorem 3 .4: -The Haar measure theoretic ent ropy of T on (Q*)d
is given by :-
=) ';OgIs. I~ ,p p
where {s. 1 = spec (T) and the sum is taken over all places and
~ ,p p
all eigenvalues with p-adic norm exceeding one . Here we
formally include the rea l place as the "infinite" place.
Proof .
This is all shown above :-
by the end of the remarks
= h(T' on a finite full entropy factor)
...
= ) ' ,l og !s ii + I2,h ( M i ' Q~ iJ
" ,1:>1 f
) ,l ogl s il +1 ,L I og h , pip
\ , ,\ ;>\ i ('
\ ~ ; ~1./ 1 •
-21-
Remarks.
(l)Yuzvinskii's formula for the Haar measure theoretic entropy
of T is:-
log s + h(T on Rd) (1)
where s is the least common denominator of the coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial of T .
Lind states in (5) that this is equivalent to the sum of
the entropies of the induced maps on all the inequivalent
places of Q. He also has the expression in 3.4.
In order to show the equivalence of Theorem 3.4 and (1)
above, we will use the following facts about Newton polygons
from Koblitz .
Let f(x)
and let F be a
d d-l
= x +bd _lx + ... +b O be a polynomial over Qp
splitting field with p-adic norm extending that
on Qp as used above. The Newton polygon of f is defined to be
the convex hull of the points (i,ordpb i) with the convention
that ordpO = m. Then if a segment of the polygon has slope p
and horizontal length N then f has exactly N zeroes si with
ordp(si) = -p o The converse is clearly true.
Let f as above be the characteristic polynomial of T.
Notice that:-
logs = ~log\1/s\p
r
-this is true of any positive integer.
At a given prime p where ordp(s) is strictly positive
so that this place contributes to the above sum, we can assume
by the arguments used in the remarks of this section that f is
-22-
irreducible over Q . Then :-p
so t hat :- ord (bd . ) :::::> i'ord (b O)p -t L ~ p
n = - o r d (bd .) for some i . We then have : -p -t L
( a )
( b)
By the rema rk ( 3 ) a l l the ze r o s of f have :-
so that:- ord (s.)p ~
So the Newton polygon has the shape : -
d- i d
~'
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
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(a) requires that all the points lie above the dotted line .(b)
requires all the points to lie above the horizontal line
through (d-i,ordp(d-i) ).However, all the roots have the same
order so all the points must lie above the solid line also.
These three conditions can only be satisfied if i=d. That is : -
This shows the equivalence of Theorem 3 .4 and Yuzvinskii's
formula (1).
(2)The above results show that the action of T on the solenoid
locally is very simple . At a neighbourhood of the origin , the
solenoid looks like a cartesian product of real lines and p-adic
Cantor sets and the entropy agrees with the "stretching" done
by T in each of the "directions" associated with eigenvectors .
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Section Four : Solenoids from Algebraic Number Fields
In this s e c t i o n we check that nothing goes wrong when Q
is replaced by k in the preceding sections , where k is an
algebraic extension of the rationals . We also explain the
ob s e r va t i o n made in Coroll ar y 1. 3.
Lemma 4.l :-The group of adeles of an algebraic numb er field is
i somorphic to its dual. The isomorphism is determined by any
character on k A which vanishes on k but is not trivial .
Proof.(See We il,p . 6 0 f f )
Consider the case k = Q first . We can de f ine non -trivial
characters on QA which are trivial on Q since Q is discre t e i n
the group of adeles . One such character p can be obtained b y
sett i ng : -
exp ( - 2'TTix
m
)
and l e t t ing Pp be trivia l on each Zp. Notice that any continuous
characte r on QA must be trivial on al l but finitely many of the
Zp since it must restrict to a c ontinuous character o n a n
infinite product of compact groups .
The cha r a c t er i nduced on a give n quas i -factor by p can
be found as follows . If X€ Q' rl then X€ Zq for a l l primes q#p
s o t hat : -
p(x) = p- (x rp (x )
m p 1
s i nc e the c ha ra c t e r is trivial on Q. Thus :-
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exp(2..,.ix)
This determines Pp completely since Q is dense in Qp and p is
continuous.
Notice from the above that we can write:-
including the real place as one of the p's and with convergence
guaranteed since the Pp
and when evaluated on a
are trivial on all but finitely many Zp
given adele, the adele will be in Zp
for all but finitely many places .
Now let p' be any element of Q!. Then, since is a
non-discrete field, and each Pp is non-trivial we have:-
for some a p in Qp' and this a p is uniquely determined by the
above equation.
p~ must be trivial on all but finitel y
I is the topological generator of each
As usual,
Now notice that
many Zp .
Z so
P
this condition is exactly equivalent to requiring that pp(ap) = I
for all but finitely many p. Thus ~ = (ap) is itself an adele
and we can write :-
This mapping from Q! into QA is therefore surjective . It is
easily seen to be a monomorphism and continuous. Duality then
shows this map to be a homeomorphism.
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For the case where k is an algebraic extension of Q. we
simply identify k with Qn as additive groups and notice that
(Qn)A - the adele group of a vector space - is still isomorphic
to kA (see Weil,p.62) and this isomorphism sends (Zp)n to r v in
all but finitely many places, where v is a place above p . What
this means is that we can find a character on k A by which to do
the same construction as we did for QA' I f wl ' . . . •w
n
is a Q-
basis for k then we could choose the character: -
Notice also t hat the kernel of the character i nduced by
~ on Q (and h e nc e by ~ o n k ) is exactly Z (r) for all butp v P v
finitel y many p (v) . •
Lemma 4 .2 : -The solenoid k* is isomorphic to kA/k.
Proof.
We are done if we can show that the mapping in 4 .1 sends
kJ.. t o k . This is c1ear: - if p' (x ) ; 1 for all XEk and
p' (x ) ; p(~x) then aX E k fo r all XGk so that a e k ,
•
Let wI •.. .• w
n
be an integral basis for k over Q. Then if
v is a place of k lying above the place p of Q we have : -
F xDrCD v
v
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Now consider an automorphism of (k*)s given by a matrix
T in GL
s
(k). We have (k'~)s = F~xnr~ .
As in section three, (k*)s is a compact metrizable group
and T is an a f f i ne transformation so that the Haar measure
theoretical entropy of T is equal to the topological entropy.
Further, we have a commuting diagram with a locally isometric
project ion 11 : -
T'
(k ) s ) (k ) sA A
tr1 1·
(kA/k)S T ) (kA /k)S
Thus the probl em is reduced to finding the topological entropy
in the sense of Bowen of the lifted automorphism T' acting on
sthe adele space (kA) .
sLemma 4.3:-A full entropy factor for T' on (kA) is:-
" s n s( $ w . R ) x k
• ~ V v
where V i s the finite set of places at wh i c h anyone of /t i jlv '
[de c r l
v
t akes on a va l u e no t equa l t o o ne .
Proof.
Section t h r e e , mu tat i s mut andis. The l attice r~ i s c lear ly
fixed a t any place not in V a nd therefore such a quasi-factor
c annot contribute to the e n t ro py . •
Thus we have r educed the prob lem t o that of find ing the
Bowen en t r opy o f T ' acting on k S for a g ive n v.
v
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Consider first a finite place v . As in section three , we
can assume without loss of generality tha t T is in primary -k
v
r a t i on a l canonical form . So T i s the direct sum of block
matrices of the form : -
o 1
o
M =
o 0
~~
1
- b •..• • ... •.. - b
o r-
r r -l
where p(x) = x +b r _l x + . .. +b
o
is the character istic poly-
nomial of M and is a n irreducible element of kv(x] .
So we only ne e d to find the Bowen e ntro py of M on k~ .
Lemma 4 . 4 : -0n a finite place v , we have :-
rl og jb I
h (M on k~) = \ 0 0 v
Pr oof .
if Ibolv> 1
if Ibol v<' 1
We observe that the metric d
n
is given by: -
Then on the compact set r
v
as in section t h r e e yields: -
{
l ogjb I
h(T rr ) = ov
, v
o
if Ibo lv > 1
if I bolv~ 1
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and hence the required formula. •
We now sum the entropies over all the blocks at this place
to obtain: -
where ~ s i) = specv(T) and the sum is taken over all eigenvalues
with norm exceeding one .
The entropy of T' on an infinite place is clearly given
by the same formula with v replaced by an infinite place.
Summing the above results over the finite full entropy
factor we obtain the following analogue of Theorem 3 .4:-
Theorem 4 .5 :-The Haar measure theoretic entropy of T on the
solenoid (k*)s is given by:-
=~logls. IL 1,VV
where {s . 1.. = spec (T) and the sum is taken over all places andl.,v f v
all eigenvalues with norm at the place v exceeding one. Here we
include the infinite places as some of the v's.
Remark .
We can also easily describe the analogue of section one .
An element of k X is an automorphism of k and induces an auto -
morphism of k* . Notice that t E k X has Itlv = 1 for all but
finitely many places and t is therefore an element of the group
of ideles when embedded . (That is, t has a multiplicative
inverse in the group of adeles).
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As usual, t he Haa r measure theoret ic entropy of the action
of t i s equa l to t he t opol ogic al entro py of t act i ng a s a n ide le
on the group of ade les. Here the re is a finite full entropy
fac tor a nd we obtain: -
h ( t on k*)p
whe re the s um is taken over all finite and infinite places at
which the norm of t exceeds one .
-31-
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